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Abstract
Bacterial populations can use bet-hedging strategies to cope with
rapidly changing environments. One example is non-growing cells
in clonal bacterial populations that are able to persist antibiotic
treatment. Previous studies suggest that persisters arise in bacterial populations either stochastically through variation in levels of
global signalling molecules between individual cells, or in response
to various stresses. Here, we show that toxins used in contactdependent growth inhibition (CDI) create persisters upon direct
contact with cells lacking sufficient levels of CdiI immunity protein,
which would otherwise bind to and neutralize toxin activity. CDImediated persisters form through a feedforward cycle where the
toxic activity of the CdiA toxin increases cellular (p)ppGpp levels,
which results in Lon-mediated degradation of the immunity
protein and more free toxin. Thus, CDI systems mediate a population density-dependent bet-hedging strategy, where the fraction
of non-growing cells is increased only when there are many cells
of the same genotype. This may be one of the mechanisms of how
CDI systems increase the fitness of their hosts.
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Introduction
Clonal populations of bacteria often show remarkable phenotypic
variability in gene expression (Elowitz et al, 2002; Ozbudak et al,
2002) and growth rate (Balaban et al, 2004). Such population
heterogeneity can be useful for division of labour between cells
(Ackermann, 2015) or as a bet-hedging strategy where short time

&

fitness is sacrificed in a fraction of the cells to ensure survival of
the population upon rapid changes to harsh conditions (Veening
et al, 2008). For example, non-growing cells in a heterogeneous
bacterial population are able to tolerate antibiotic treatment, a
phenomenon referred to as persistence (Balaban et al, 2004; Keren
et al, 2004a). Persisters consist of heterogeneous populations of cells
with transient phenotypes that allow them to survive antibiotic exposure through different mechanisms (Amato et al, 2013; Amato &
Brynildsen, 2015; Pu et al, 2016). When the concentration of antibiotics in the host subside, for example at the end of therapy, the nongrowing persisters can cause a relapse of the infection (Butler, 2011).
Even though the persistence phenomenon has been known for
decades (Bigger, 1944), the mechanisms of persister formation have
only recently been investigated. Isolation of high persistence (hip)
mutants indicated that persisters constitute a pre-existing subpopulation of cells that form stochastically in bacterial populations
(Moyed & Bertrand, 1983). The first identified and most excessively
studied hip alleles were identified in the hipBA locus, which encodes
a toxin–antitoxin (TA) system (Moyed & Bertrand, 1983; Korch
et al, 2003). When the levels of the HipA toxin exceed a threshold
in single cells, growth is arrested (Balaban et al, 2004). HipA
phosphorylates an amino acid close to the active site of the
glutamyl-tRNA synthetase enzyme (GltX), which in turn inhibits
aminoacylation, inducing a conserved bacterial response to nutrient
starvation known as the stringent response (Germain et al, 2013).
During the stringent response in Escherichia coli, RelA and SpoT
synthesize (p)ppGpp, an alarmone that directly interacts with RNA
polymerase and thereby changes the expression of more than 500
genes, decelerating growth (Durfee et al, 2008; Traxler et al, 2008).
One widely accepted model suggests that persister subpopulations
arise from what appears to be stochastic cell-to-cell variation in the
level of the signalling molecule (p)ppGpp. Cells with sufficiently
high (p)ppGpp concentrations activate the Lon protease (Kuroda
et al, 2001; Maisonneuve et al, 2013), which can degrade antitoxins
and other unfolded proteins. Degradation of antitoxins results in
unneutralized toxins that become free to corrupt essential processes
in the cell, ultimately entailing growth arrest and entry into a
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persister state (Appendix Fig S1A; Keren et al, 2004b; Maisonneuve
et al, 2011, 2013; Vazquez-Laslop et al, 2006). A recent study
suggested an addition to this model where increased ATP levels in
some cells, rather than low (p)ppGpp levels, result in a subpopulation of cells tolerant to antibiotics (Conlon et al, 2016; Shan et al,
2017). Interestingly, increased (p)ppGpp levels also result in expression of the type I HokB toxin, mediated by the GPTase Obg. HokB
dissipates the proton motive force and depletes cellular ATP levels
(Verstraeten et al, 2015; Appendix Fig S1A), suggesting that stochastic variation in (p)ppGpp could influence the ATP levels in cells and
that the two models are not necessarily exclusive of one another.
Like intracellular TA systems, contact-dependent growth inhibition (CDI) systems also inhibit cell growth through toxin-dependent
mechanisms (Aoki et al, 2005, 2010). During CDI, cells encoding
CDI systems express a two-component system, where the b-barrel
transporter CdiB exports and displays the CdiA protein on the cell
surface (Ruhe et al, 2013a). CdiA proteins are modular, comprising
of an N-terminal domain of triple stranded beta helix structure, a
receptor binding domain and a C-terminal toxin domain (CdiA-CT)
(Ruhe et al, 2013a, 2017). Upon contact with cells carrying the
correct species-specific receptor [b-barrel assembly machine protein
A, BamA (Ruhe et al, 2013b), outer membrane protein OmpC (Beck
et al, 2016) or small-molecule transporter Tsx, respectively, for different CdiA binding domains (Ruhe et al, 2017)], the CdiA protein
binds to its cognate receptor, undergoes a proteolytic cleavage event
and delivers its toxic CT into target cells (Webb et al, 2013;
Fig EV1A). To avoid auto-inhibition, cells with CDI systems express
an immunity protein, CdiI, that prevents toxicity by forming a tight
complex with the CdiA-CT (Fig EV1A and B; Aoki et al, 2010,
2005). Different toxins have distinct toxic activities. For example,
the CdiA-CT from EC93 (CdiA-CTEC93) acts as an ionophore toxin
dissipating the proton motive force (Fig EV1A, lower left panel;
Aoki et al, 2009), whereas the CdiA-CT from uropathogenic E. coli
536 (CdiA-CTUPEC536) and enterohemorrhagic E. coli 869 (CdiACTEC869) are nucleases that cleave tRNAs (Fig EV1A, upper and
lower right panels; Aoki et al, 2010; Diner et al, 2012; Jones et al,
2017). A peculiar attribute suggested for CDI is that toxin delivery is
limited to its own species, which allows CDI-positive cells to deliver
toxins between one another, but limits competitiveness in populations with mixed bacterial species (Ruhe et al, 2013b). Thus, the
evolutionary benefit of inhibiting the growth specifically of the same
species is unclear.
Cells undergoing CDI mediated by CdiA-CTEC93 show a reversible downregulation of steady-state ATP levels. Inhibited cells can
restart growth up to 6 h into growth arrest, upon induced expression of the immunity protein (Aoki et al, 2009). This shows that
CDI can be reversible and results in inhibition of growth rather than
cell death. However, whether CDI contributes to population heterogeneity in terms of growth has not yet been investigated. Here, we
show that CDI increases the fraction of persisters in bacterial populations. These persisters are formed in the presence of CdiI through
a feedforward cycle in which the toxins induce the stringent
response, resulting in Lon-mediated degradation of the CDI immunity proteins and growth arrest (Fig EV1B). In contrast to previously identified toxins that contribute to persister formation, CDI
only creates non-growing cells upon cell-to-cell contact. Cell-to-cell
contacts are more common at high cell densities; for example, both
stationary phase and in biofilms are conditions where persisters are
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found frequently (Spoering & Lewis, 2001; Keren et al, 2004a;
Maisonneuve et al, 2013; Gutierrez et al, 2017). But in contrast to
previously identified systems involved in generation of persisters,
CDI functions as a quorum sensing system where an increased fraction of persisters is generated only when there are many cells of the
same genotype. Thus, this suggests that it is cell number and not
nutrient availability that determines when more persisters are
formed through CDI. As the contact-dependent mechanism facilitates persister formation only when there are many cells of the
same genotype, increasing the fraction of non-growing cells will
have little effect on the growth of the entire population. This makes
density-dependent regulation of persister formation through CDI a
highly rational bet-hedging strategy that does not limit population
expansion.

Results
CDI toxins increase bacterial survival to antibiotics
Cells inhibited by the CdiA-CTEC93 toxin show characteristics typical
of persister cells (Aoki et al, 2009), yet whether CDI systems contribute to antibiotic tolerance has not been tested. To examine a possible role of CDI in generation of persisters, we removed the cdiBAI
loci in the E. coli strain EC93 where CDI was first discovered (Aoki
et al, 2005). EC93 cells deleted for the CDI loci had 5–10 times
fewer survivors than wild-type EC93 cells after 3 h of treatment
with bactericidal antibiotics [ciprofloxacin, CIP (Fig 1A and
Appendix Fig S2A) or cefotaxime, CEF (Fig EV2A and Appendix Fig
S3A)], suggesting that CDI systems could be involved in the generation of persisters. For clarity, we use the term survival instead of
persister frequency when referring to figures throughout the paper.
Similarly, although to lesser extent, uropathogenic E. coli UPEC 536
cells lacking the toxic C-terminal domain and cognate cdiI gene
(cdiADCT–I) had ~50% fewer survivors after CIP (Fig 1B and
Appendix Fig S2B) and CEF (Fig EV2B and Appendix Fig S3B) treatment. This strain has previously been shown to express very little
cdiBAI during laboratory conditions (Aoki et al, 2010), which could
explain why only a small difference could be observed between
cells with and without CDI toxin. The C-terminal domains of CdiA
proteins from various E. coli strains encode toxins with different
activity and we therefore wanted to investigate if the ability to
increase the fraction of non-growing cells in a population was
limited to the CdiA toxin from EC93, or if other CdiA toxins also
contribute to persister formation when expressed. We chose two
additional CdiA toxins from other E. coli strains and used a previously described simplified system to test this. In these constructs,
the entire CDI locus from E. coli strain EC93, expressing cdiBAI with
either the native EC93 toxin (CdiA-CT-IEC93), the UPEC536 toxin
(CdiA-CT-IUPEC536), or the EC869 main toxin (CdiA-CT-IEC869), and
their respective cognate immunity protein were cloned into a
medium-copy vector downstream of the native EC93 promoter
(Fig EV1A; Aoki et al, 2010, 2005). These plasmids as well as an
empty vector control were transferred to E. coli MG1655 cells. For
all experiments, the empty vector control was used to determine
how the presence of the plasmid in the absence of CDI affected
persister formation. Inhibitor strains carrying the entire cdiBAI locus
on a medium-copy number plasmid were exposed to CIP or CEF,
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Figure 1. Contact-dependent growth inhibition systems increase antibiotic tolerance.
Average survival of exponentially growing Escherichia coli cells after 3 h of ciprofloxacin (CIP) treatment.
A
B
C
D
E

EC93 cells with or without cdiBAI loci (n = 5).
Uropathogenic E. coli 536 (UPEC 536) cells with or without CdiA C-terminal toxin and immunity (cdiADCT-I) (n = 7).
MG1655 cells with empty, cdiBA-CT-IEC93, cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 or cdiBA-CT-IEC869 plasmids (n = 5, 4, 4, 3).
MG1655 cells with chromosomally encoded cdiBA, cdiBA-CT-IEC93 or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 (n = 7, 4, 3).
MG1655 bamASty cells with empty, cdiBA-CT-IEC93, cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 or cdiBA-CT-IEC869 plasmids (n = 8, 3, 3, 5).

Data information: Scales are logarithmic for (A, C–E) and linear for (B). Error bars represent s.e.m., and n-values indicate biological replicates. Statistical significance was
determined using Mann–Whitney U-test. *P < 0.05.
Source data are available online for this figure.

and survivors were counted. MG1655 cells with cdi-loci (either
CdiA-CT-IEC93, CdiA-CT-IUPEC536, or CdiA-CT-IEC869 toxins) displayed
6–10 (CIP) (Fig 1C and Appendix Fig S2C) and 10–100 times (CEF)
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(Fig EV2C and Appendix Fig S3C) more survivors than the empty
vector control strain after 3 h of antibiotic treatment. As CDI toxins
are delivered from one cell to another upon cell-to-cell contacts, the
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number of molecules delivered is expected to be low also when the
delivering cell has multiple copies of the CDI loci. However, most
CDI loci are found on the bacterial chromosome, that is, in one
copy per cell. To test if the presence of CDI loci on the chromosome
increased persister formation in MG1655 [as was observed in EC93
(Fig 1A)], we inserted the entire cdiBAI loci from the CdiA-CT-IEC93
and CdiA-CT-IUPEC536 vectors downstream of the lacA gene on the
MG1655 chromosome. To verify that these chromosomal copies of
the cdiBAI genes were able to mediate CDI, we mixed these strains
with MG1655 cells marked with a chromosomal chloramphenicol
(cat) resistance marker (lacA-cat) and observed viability over time.
MG1655 cells with chromosomally encoded cdiBA-CT-IEC93 or
cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 loci inhibited the growth of MG1655 cells similarly as observed with the plasmid based constructs described previously (Appendix Fig S4A and B), suggesting that these new
constructs were active in CDI. Interestingly, MG1655 cells with
chromosomally encoded cdiBA-CT-IEC93 or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 loci
showed 10-fold increase in persisters to CIP (Fig 1D and
Appendix Fig S2D), compared to control cells encoding cdiB and
the N-terminal part of cdiA (no toxin and immunity). This suggests
that the copy number of the genes does not affect the frequency of
persisters in the population. Thus, our data show that CDI toxins
with different activity confer significantly increased frequencies of
persisters. To further confirm that the observed increase in persisters was due to delivery of toxins between cells and not simply due
to expression of the cdiBAI genes, the plasmid-encoded cdiBAI
genes with CT-I from EC93, UPEC 536 or EC869 were transformed
into cells expressing a non-cognate BamA receptor protein from
Salmonella typhimurium LT2 (bamASty). Previous studies have
shown that delivery of CdiA toxins does not occur to cells expressing this non-cognate BamASty receptor (Ruhe et al, 2013b, 2015,
2016), but to confirm that this strain truly was resistant to CdiA
toxin delivery, we competed the MG1655 strain with bamASty
against MG1655 expressing cdiBA-CT-IEC93 or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536.
The growth of MG1655 target cells with bamASty was not affected
by co-culturing with strains expressing CdiA toxins from EC93 or
UPEC 536 (Appendix Fig S4C), to be compared to the 2-log inhibition observed in bamA wild-type MG1655 target cells (Appendix Fig
S4B). Interestingly, cells with the non-cognate receptor BamASty
and the plasmid-encoded cdiBAI genes with toxin and immunity
from EC93, UPEC 536 or EC869 did not survive antibiotic exposure
better than cells with empty vector (Fig 1E and Appendix Fig S2E
for CIP and Fig EV2D and Appendix Fig S3D for CEF), suggesting
that the CDI-mediated increase in persisters depends on delivery of
CdiA toxin and is not due to expression of the CdiBAI proteins
per se.
Cells inhibited by CdiA toxins become persister cells
Cells with cdiBAI loci show increased fractions of persisters in the
bacterial population, but whether it is CDI toxicity per se that
entails antibiotic tolerance is not known. To test if cells inhibited
by CDI toxins survive antibiotic exposure better than uninhibited
cells, EC93 cells lacking CdiA-CT and CdiI (cdiADCT-I, RIFR) were
challenged by wild-type EC93 cells [able to inhibit cells lacking
CdiI (cdiADCT-I)] or EC93 cells lacking the CdiA-CT toxin and
immunity (cdiADCT-I) [unable to inhibit cells lacking CdiI
(cdiADCT-I)]. After 15 min, the culture was treated with CIP, and
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the number of surviving target cells was monitored by plating on
LB plates supplemented with rifampicin (RIF) to select for target
cells in the mixed population (Fig 2A). Inhibited EC93 cells
survived antibiotic exposure (CIP) ~100 times better than the uninhibited control (Fig 2B and C). The EC93 toxin is an ionophore
that dissipates the proton motive force (Aoki et al, 2009) and the
only CDI toxin with this activity described so far, whereas most
studied CDI toxins are nucleases. To test if also nuclease toxins
increase survival to antibiotics in cells inhibited by the toxin, we
used the vector-based systems described above (and shown in
Fig EV1). Escherichia coli MG1655 cells expressing cdiBAI with
CdiA-CT-IEC93 or CdiA-CT-IUPEC536 were added to otherwise
isogenic E. coli MG1655 target cells without the cdiBAI locus, and
thus cdiI. To differentiate the target cells from the inhibitors, the
targets carry a chromosomal kanamycin resistance marker in setB
that does not affect persister formation (Appendix Fig S5A and B).
Target cells inhibited by either of the two CdiA toxins, CdiACTEC93 that dissipates the proton motive force or CdiA-CTUPEC536
that cleaves tRNA (Aoki et al, 2010), survived CIP and CEF exposure 1,000–10,000 times better than uninhibited target cells
(Figs 2D, and EV3A and B). In contrast, target cells expressing the
cognate immunity protein from a high-copy vector failed to form
more survivors when challenged by cells expressing the toxin
(Figs 2D, and EV3A and B). Thus, these data suggest that growth
inhibition per se, rather than toxin delivery and other potential
effects that the delivered toxin may have in the cell, increases
antibiotic tolerance. To verify that the inhibited cells were indeed
persisters, the cells from Fig 2D were regrown and treated with
CIP when they reached exponential phase. Regrown survivors
behaved like untreated cells, confirming that the survivors in our
experiments were indeed persisters, and ruling out mutations
resulting in antibiotic resistance (Appendix Fig S6). To test if the
copy number and thus expression level of cdiBAI affected deliverymediated persister formation in cells lacking cdiI, we used the
strains where the entire CDI loci from the two vectors above was
cloned in the MG1655 chromosome. Cells inhibited by chromosomally encoded CDI loci showed a 20- to 1,000-fold increase in
survival to CIP (Fig 2E) similar, although to lesser extent, to what
was observed for the multi-copy system. Thus, the copy number
of CDI loci does seem to change CDI-induced persistence in cells
with no cdiI immunity, in contrast to what was observed in the
cdiI-positive populations (Fig 1C and D). An obvious difference
between these two conditions is that in the cdiI-negative cells,
every toxin delivered can arrest growth of the cell. In contrast,
only cells where the CdiA toxin molecules outnumber the CdiI
molecules will arrest growth of the cdiI-positive cells. As the fraction of persisters in cdiI-positive populations does not increase
with increased production of CdiA molecules, it must be the CdiI
levels that are different between individual cells. Thus, it is possible that some cells in the cdiI-positive populations are predisposed
for persistence, with low CdiI levels, prior to CdiA toxin delivery,
and that it is the number of such cells that limits the fraction of
persisters that are formed by CDI under these conditions. The
majority of previous studies on CDI have been performed with the
vector-based systems described above (e.g. Aoki et al, 2005, 2008,
2009, 2010; Diner et al, 2012; Ruhe et al, 2013b, 2015; Beck et al,
2016), which is the reason we decided to use these constructs for
the remainder of the study.
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Figure 2. CdiA toxins induce antibiotic tolerance in growth-inhibited cells.
A Overview of experiment. EC93 inhibitor cells with or without CDI (EC93 cdiADCT-I) were mixed with target cells lacking cdiI (EC93 cdiADCT-I) at a 10:1 ratio for 15 min
prior to addition of antibiotics (CIP or CEF). The number of viable cells was monitored over time through plating on LB plates (measuring both inhibitor and target
cells) and LB rifampicin plates (measuring target cells only). In the figure, only target plates are shown at later time points due to space restriction, but plating on
both plates was done at all time points to control the presence of inhibitors in the mix.
B A representative experiment (included in C) where cells lacking CdiI (EC93 cdiADCT-I) were co-cultured with wild-type EC93 cells (black squares) or with cdiADCT-I cells
(white circles) cells for 15 min before treatment with CIP. Mixing is indicated by a vertical arrow and survival (plotted in C) by a horizontal arrow. Addition of CIP is
indicated with a dashed line.
C Average survival of EC93 cdiADCT-I cells co-cultured with wild-type or cdiADCT-I EC93 cells, after 3 h of CIP treatment (n = 6).
D Average survival of MG1655 cells with or without immunity to the corresponding toxin (cdiIEC93 or cdiIUPEC536) co-cultured with empty vector, plasmid-encoded cdiBACT-IEC93- or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536-positive inhibitor cells, after 3 h of CIP treatment. (n = 10 for empty vector and cdiBA-CT-IEC93, n = 8 for cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 and n = 3 for
immunity complemented targets).
E Average survival of wild-type or bamASty MG1655 cells co-cultured with chromosomally encoded cdiBA-CT-IEC93- or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536-positive inhibitor cells, after 3 h of
CIP treatment (n = 4 for cdiBA-CT-IEC93 and n = 3 for cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536).
Data information: Error bars represent s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological replicates. Statistical significance was determined using Mann-Whitney U-test. Scales are
logarithmic (C–E). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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CdiI immunity protein is degraded upon stringent response
In cells encoding a CDI system, the CdiI immunity protein binds
tightly to its cognate toxin to protect from auto-inhibition (Aoki
et al, 2010). So how could the presence of a CDI system infer toxicity to cells with immunity protein to increase persister frequencies? We hypothesized that the CdiA toxins increase the frequency
of persisters in cells with CdiI because Lon degrades the immunity
protein, as has been observed for antitoxins of several TA systems
(Tsuchimoto et al, 1992; Van Melderen et al, 1994; Smith &
Rawlings, 1998; Christensen et al, 2003, 2004), and asked if this in
turn depends on (p)ppGpp production by RelA/SpoT and activation of the Lon protease via Ppk (Appendix Fig S1A and B;
Maisonneuve et al, 2013). Plasmids with or without cdi-loci were
transformed into strains lacking the two (p)ppGpp synthases,
ΔrelA, ΔspoT, or the protease Δlon, and the resulting strains were
tested for tolerance to antibiotics. Cells carrying plasmids with cdiloci (cdiBA-CT-IEC93 or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536), but deleted for ΔrelA,
ΔspoT, or lon, did not survive CIP (Fig 4A and B, Appendix Fig
S7A and B) treatment better than those carrying the empty vector.
Lon protease also degrades the major cell-division inhibitor protein
SulA, which is induced by antibiotics that target DNA (e.g. CIP).
Thus, SulA accumulation in the absence of Lon could potentially
affect the outcome of the experiment. However, cells carrying plasmids with cdi-loci (cdiBA-CT-IEC93 or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536), but
deleted for lon did not survive exposure to antibiotics that target
cell wall biosynthesis (CEF) better than those carrying the empty
vector (Fig EV4A and Appendix Fig S8A). In addition, the assay
was repeated in cells lacking sulA (Δlon, ΔsulA). Similar to the lon
mutants, double deletion cells with cdi-loci did not survive CIP
(Fig 4C and Appendix Fig S7C) or CEF (Fig EV4B and
Appendix Fig S8B) treatment better than the empty vector strain.
To validate that Lon indeed was involved in the degradation of
CdiI immunity proteins, the in vivo decay of a C-terminally HAtagged CdiI immunity protein was monitored in exponentially
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non-growing cells, confirming that the estimate of persisters in
Fig 2 is correct.
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Figure 3. CdiA toxins affect antibiotic-tolerant and growing cells alike.
MG1655 cells treated with serine hydroxamate (SHX) were used to measure
antibiotic tolerance or survival in competitions.
A Overview of the experiment. Cells grown to exponential phase are split and
are either untreated (solid bars) or SHX-treated (striped bars) for 15 min.
After treatment, cells are split again and tested in competitions (B) or for
antibiotic tolerance (C).
B Average survival of untreated (solid bars) or SHX-treated (striped bars)
MG1655 target cells after co-culturing with empty vector (grey bars),
plasmid-encoded cdiBA-CT-IEC93 (pink bars)- or cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 (blue bars)positive inhibitor cells. Bars display surviving cfu/ml (n = 3).
C Average survival of untreated (grey bars) or SHX-treated (striped bars)
MG1655 cells after 0, 1 and 3 h of CEF treatment (n = 9 and 5 respectively).
Data information: Error bars represent s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological
replicates. Scales are logarithmic (B, C).
Source data are available online for this figure.

growing cells. Lon protease was activated by SHX treatment for
1 h, to trigger the stringent response. The starvation protocol
resulted in degradation of the CdiI immunity proteins in the wild
type, but not in the protease-deficient strain (Fig 4D), thus suggesting that Lon can degrade CdiI upon induction of the stringent
response (Appendix Fig S1B).
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CdiA toxins induce the stringent response
Similarly to type II TA modules, the CdiI immunity protein seems to
be degraded in cells with increased levels of (p)ppGpp. To investigate if CdiA toxins themselves induce the stringent response as has
been observed for some type II TA toxins (Germain et al, 2013), the
C-terminal toxin of CdiAEC93 was cloned on plasmid and expressed
from an arabinose-inducible promoter in a strain where the (p)
ppGpp-regulated protein RpoS was fused to mCherry (Maisonneuve
et al, 2013). The alarmone (p)ppGpp has been shown to promote
RpoS stability by prevention of protein degradation and is also
required for maintaining basal level rpoS expression (Hirsch &
Elliott, 2002; Bougdour & Gottesman, 2007). To verify that this new
construct actually provided toxicity and transient growth arrest as
observed with delivered toxins above, the cells were tested for
antibiotic tolerance. Exponentially growing cells with the toxin plasmid (pAra-CdiA-CTEC93) or empty vector were induced with arabinose for 15 min after which the inducer was removed and the cells
were resuspended in fresh media supplemented with glucose to
repress further expression of the toxin. Viability was monitored in
the presence or absence of CIP through plating and colony counting
(Fig 5A). Intracellular over-expression of the CdiA-CTEC93 resulted
in ~10% survival after antibiotic exposure (Figs 5A and 7C).
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However, a large fraction (90%) of cells overexpressing CdiA-CTEC93
did not resume growth after toxin induction was terminated
(Fig 5A), suggesting irreversible damage to the cells. A large fraction of cdiI-negative cells targeted by CdiA toxins also never resume
growth (drop in cfu/ml at mixing in Figs 1B and EV3A). In both of
these set-ups, the cells experiencing the toxic effect of CdiA lack the
cdiI gene and are therefore unable to relieve the toxicity by producing more CdiI. Thus, to resume growth these cells must degrade the
CdiA toxins produced/delivered and it is possible that the cells
unable to resume growth were not able to degrade all CdiA toxins.
To facilitate screening of many individual cells (100 cells/
sample), mCherry fluorescence was visualized in individual cells
using a microfluidics device (representative image in Fig 5B). Quantification of the fluorescent signal showed that cells with empty
vector (wild type or ΔrelAΔspoT) had a background fluorescence of
about 1,500 units mCherry fluorescence already at the beginning of
the experiment (Appendix Table S1). Cells expressing CdiA-CTEC93
showed a 3,500-unit increase in mCherry fluorescence 1.5 h after
arabinose addition, whereas the empty vector control remained at
1,500 units mCherry fluorescence (Fig 5C). To verify that the
observed increase in RpoS levels was dependent on activation of the
stringent response, the experiment was repeated in a ΔrelA, ΔspoT
strain, that is, lacking both (p)ppGpp synthases. In cells unable to

MG1655, Δlon, ΔsulA
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Figure 4. CdiI immunity is degraded by the Lon protease.
Average survival of exponentially growing Escherichia coli cells after 3 h of CIP treatment.
A–C (A) DrelA, DspoT, (B) Dlon, (C) Dlon, DsulA cells after 3 h of CIP treatment (n = 3 for DrelA, DspoT, 4 for Dlon and 3 for Dlon, DsulA). Scales are logarithmic.
D
Immunoblot analysis of UPEC 536 CdiI-HA protein (14.8 kDa) stability in the presence and absence of Lon protease before and after SHX treatment for 1 h. The
lower panel shows the corresponding Coomassie-stained SDS–PAGE gel as a volume loading control.
Data information: Error bars represent s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological replicates.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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CdiA toxins induce growth arrest by two distinct pathways
Induction of the stringent response results in decelerated growth of
the affected cell. If the toxic activity of CdiA increases cellular (p)
ppGpp levels, it is possible that the observed growth arrest is mediated by the stringent response. However, the toxic effects of the
CdiA toxins alone, dissipating the proton motive force (CdiAEC93;
Aoki et al, 2009), and degrading tRNAs (CdiAUPEC536) (Aoki et al,
2010; Diner et al, 2012), should be able to arrest growth by depleting ATP levels and arresting translation, respectively. To investigate
if cells unable to induce stringent response responded similar to the
CdiA toxins, we used the above-described construct for over-expression of CdiA-CTEC93 and a previously described construct for overexpression of CdiA-CTUPEC536 (pCH450::cdiA-CT-IUPEC536-DAS; Diner
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et al, 2012) from arabinose-inducible promoters. Cloning of the
C-terminal toxin from UPEC 536 (and many other CdiA-CTs) alone
results in immediate toxicity and growth arrest of the expressing cell
and is therefore not possible. Instead, a degradation tag is attached
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produce (p)ppGpp, only a small increase of 1,000 units mCherry
fluorescence could be observed 1.5 h after arabinose induction in
the toxin-expressing strain, suggesting that most of the increase
observed in wild-type cells was through (p)ppGpp. In line with this,
cells expressing the CdiAEC93 toxin from an arabinose-inducible
promoter showed a 3.5-fold increase in ppGpp levels as compared
to cells with an empty vector (done by thin-layer chromatography;
Fig 5D and Appendix Fig S9).
Even though our persister experiment suggested that overexpression of the C-terminal toxin inside of cells could have similar
outcome as toxin delivery, the large number of toxins produced
could have additional effect on the cell. To test if also delivered
toxins induce the stringent response in targeted cells, we used flow
cytometry. To be able to separate targeted cells (lacking CdiI) from
delivering cells (with the plasmid-encoded cdiBA-CT-IEC93), we
constructed reporter strain with either native BamA or BamASty that
constitutively expresses RFP from the chromosome (galK::RFP-cat).
These strains were transformed with a reporter plasmid where the
PosmY RpoS-regulated promoter (Yim et al, 1994) was fused to BFP
(Appendix Fig S10). These target reporter cells were mixed with
delivering cells expressing cdiBA-CT-IEC93, and BFP fluorescence
was observed in the RFP+ population after 1 h (Fig 6A). Interestingly, ~3% of the reporter cells with cognate E. coli BamA showed
BFP fluorescence after 1 h of co-incubation with CDI positive cells.
In contrast, < 0.1% of the reporter cells with non-cognate Salmonella BamA (BamASty) were BFP+ (Fig 6B). In addition, also
reporter cells with BamA from either species mixed with CDI-negative cells also showed <0.1% BFP+ events (Fig 6A and B). To
compare the number of RpoS-activated cells with survival to antibiotics, we treated the cells as described above and added CIP to the
mix. A similar sized fraction, ~3%, of the reporter cells expressing
cognate BamAEco survived 1 h of CIP treatment, whereas only
0.01% survival was observed in the non-cognate BamASty reporter
and control strains (Fig 6C). Taken together, our results show that
CdiA-CTEC93 increases (p)ppGpp levels in cells experiencing toxicity,
suggesting that cell-to-cell variations in (p)ppGpp levels could also
be due to contact-dependent toxins and not only due to intrinsic
stochastic events as suggested previously (Maisonneuve et al,
2013). Thus, delivery of CDI toxins can contribute to the induction
of the stringent response, which in turn entails degradation of CdiI
immunity protein. These data suggest a feedforward cycle where
amplification of a signal can result in growth arrest in an all-or-none
manner.
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Figure 5. CdiA toxins induce the stringent response.
A

Average cfu/ml of MG1655 cells with a chromosomal RpoS-mCherry
fusion and with pAra::CdiA-CTEC93 (upper graph) or empty vector (lower
graph) after 15 min of L-arabinose induction followed by washing and
either no (black squares) or CIP (grey diamonds) treatment (n = 3 and 5
for CIP and no antibiotic series, respectively).
B, C Cells from A were loaded in a microfluidics device after the 15-min L-ara
induction and mCherry fluorescence was measured using fluorescent
microscopy after 1.5 h. (B) A representative image of the wild-type or
DrelADspoT cells with a chromosomal RpoS-mCherry fusion grown with
empty or CdiA-CTEC93 vector. Scale bar is 1.5 lm. (C) Average mCherry
fluorescence of the wild-type or DrelADspoT cells with a chromosomal
RpoS-mCherry fusion grown with empty or CdiA-CTEC93 vector (n = 3).
D
Average ratio of ppGpp/GTP in wild-type or DrelADspoT cells with empty
or CdiA-CTEC93 plasmid after L-arabinose induction (n = 4 and 3 for WT
and DrelADspoT strains, respectively).
Data information: Error bars represent s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological
replicates. Statistical significance was determined using Mann-Whitney U-test.
Scales are logarithmic in (A) and linear in (C, D). *P < 0.05.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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to the CdiI immunity protein, resulting in fast degradation of CdiI
upon induction of expression, entailing growth arrest. Cells with
CdiA-CTEC93 or CdiA-CTUPEC536 plasmids were induced with arabinose for 15 min in cells able (wild type) or unable (ΔrelA, ΔspoT) to
induce stringent response. The growth of cells lacking relA and spoT
was not arrested as rapidly as in wild-type cells upon expression of
CdiA toxins (Fig 7A and B). As a consequence, these cells did not
survive antibiotic treatment to the same extent as wild-type cells
with toxin (Fig 7C). To control that ΔrelA, ΔspoT cells express similar amount of protein upon arabinose induction as wild-type cells, a
plasmid carrying the dsRed protein under an arabinose-inducible
promoter (Helaine et al, 2010) was used. ΔrelA, ΔspoT and wildtype cells produced dsRed fluorescent protein similarly upon arabinose induction (Fig 7D). Thus, it is likely that CdiA toxins stop the
growth of targeted cells through inducing stringent response in addition to their toxic activity. Taken together, CdiA toxins can mediate
growth arrest even in cells unable to induce the stringent response

A

when expressed at very high levels. However, in populations of cells
with CDI loci, where the toxin molecules have to outnumber the
CdiI immunity molecules, the ability to induce stringent response is
absolutely essential for increasing the non-growing fraction of cells
through a Lon-mediated feedforward mechanism of growth arrest
(Fig 4A).

Discussion
In this paper, we show that CDI can contribute to the generation of
persisters in bacterial populations. Since its discovery, CDI has been
considered an advanced competition machinery used in antagonistic
bacterial interactions. However, there are two features of CDI that
are puzzling: (i) why is delivery of toxin limited to cells of the same
species, when the ability to inhibit the growth of others would
provide an even greater advantage, and (ii) what is the purpose of
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Figure 6. Delivery of CdiA-CTEC93 induces stringent response in receiving cells.
MG1655 cells with cdiBA-CT-IEC93 on a plasmid were co-cultured with RFP+ MG1655 cells with a plasmid where the RpoS-regulated PosmY promoter was cloned upstream of
BFP. The number of BFP+ cells in the RFP+ population was investigated using flow cytometry.
A A representative image of flow cytometry data from the experiment analysed in FlowJo. Inhibitors in each experiment are indicated in the top left corner and targets
in the right bottom corner. Gating for BFP is indicated with a line, and the % of BFP+ events are shown above the line.
B Average BFP+ cells in the RFP+ population (n = 3).
C Average survival of the RFP+ target population (CAMR) after 3 h of CIP treatment (n = 3).
Data information: Error bars represent s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological replicates. Scales are logarithmic (B, C).
Source data are available online for this figure.
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Figure 7. CdiA toxins require stringent response to mediate growth arrest and antibiotic tolerance.
A, B Average cfu/ml of MG1655 wild-type or DrelADspoT cells with (A) pAra::CdiA-CTEC93 (n = 3 and 5 for WT and DrelADspoT, respectively) or (B) pAra::CdiA-CT-IUPEC536DAS plasmid after 15 min of L-arabinose treatment followed by washing and resuspension in LB (n = 3).
C
Average survival of the MG1655 wild type or DrelADspoT with empty, pAra::CdiA-CTEC93 or pAra::CdiA-CT-IUPEC536-DAS plasmid after 3 h of CIP treatment. (n = 9, 6, 5,
4, 5 and 3).
D
Average dsRed fluorescence in MG1655 wild-type (black squares) or DrelADspoT (grey squares) cells with pAra::mCherry plasmid after 15 min of L-arabinose
treatment followed by washing and resuspension in LB (n = 4).
Data information: Error bars represent s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological replicates. Statistical significance was determined using Mann-Whitney U-test. Scales are
logarithmic for (A–C) and linear for (D).
Source data are available online for this figure.

delivering CDI toxins between immune cells? The evolutionary
benefit of creating phenotypic diversity in a clonal bacterial population could be one of the explanations to why a system that specifically intoxicates cells of the same genotype would evolve.
A remaining question concerns why such a mechanism should
be contact-dependent and require external delivery, that is why is
it not sufficient that the toxin is produced from inside the cell as
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with conventional TA systems? A possible explanation is that, as a
bet-hedging strategy, it would be wasteful to create many persisters when the population density is low, since sacrificing the
growth of many cells delays the expansion of the population. On
the other hand, it is likely beneficial to form a higher fraction of
persisters in dense populations where there are many cell-to-cell
contacts, since there are sufficiently many cells that can carry
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population expansion forward even with a significant non-growing
fraction. In support of this hypothesis, CDI-expressing cells do not
exhibit increased persister frequencies at low cell densities
(107 cfu/ml; Fig 8A and B). Furthermore, bacteria in dense populations such as biofilms or in stationary phase display increased
tolerance to antibiotics compared to exponentially growing
planktonic cells (Spoering & Lewis, 2001; Keren et al, 2004a;
Maisonneuve et al, 2013; Gutierrez et al, 2017). In addition,
repeated exposure to antibiotics rapidly select for mutations that
increase the fraction of persisters in stationary phase cultures (Van
den Bergh et al, 2016), suggesting that increasing the fraction of
non-growing cells at high cell densities is a good strategy for
survival. However, in biofilms and in stationary phase, nutrient
access is limited, making it difficult to distinguish whether it is
population density per se or nutrient availability that affects persister frequency under these conditions. In our experiments, both
high- and low-density cells are in exponential phase and treated
otherwise identically, allowing us to show that population density
per se affects CDI-mediated persister formation.
Bacteria could also regulate growth in response to increasing
population density through other social interactions, for example,
quorum sensing. Indeed, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Streptococcus
mutans and E. coli form increased frequencies of persisters in
response to quorum sensing signals (acyl-homoserine-lactone
(AHL), stress-inducible pheromone peptide (CSP) and indole,
respectively) (Moker et al, 2010; Leung & Levesque, 2012; Vega
et al, 2012). Somewhat surprising, one of these molecules, indole,
also promotes persister formation in S. typhimurium, a bacterium
that does not produce indole itself, suggesting that densitydependent persister formation through indole allows determination of
cell density per se rather than functioning as a bet-hedging strategy.
Low cell density
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Figure 8. Population density-dependent persister formation.
A, B Average cfu/ml of exponentially growing MG1655 cells with empty (black
bars), cdiBA-CT-IEC93 (white bars) and cdiBA-CT-IUPEC536 (grey bars)
plasmids after treatment with CIP for 3 h. Cells at (A) low (~107) or (B)
high (~108) confluence were taken from the same exponentially growing
culture, centrifuged and resuspended in PBS with CIP (n = 5). Viable cfu/
ml at 0, 1 and 3 h after centrifugation are shown. Error bars represent
s.e.m. and n-values indicate biological replicates. Statistical significance
was determined using Mann-Whitney U-test. Scales are logarithmic.
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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Clearly, several mechanisms are in place to increase the fraction of
persisters in the population as a response to increasing population
densities, supporting the notion that it is more beneficial to create
non-growing cells when there are many cells of the same genotype.
Persisters form also in unstressed exponentially growing populations, although at lower frequencies than at high cell density or
during stress. Two different models suggest that stochastic variation
in the levels of ATP or (p)ppGpp in individual cells results in a
subpopulation of cells that reaches ATP or (p)ppGpp concentrations
that promote growth arrest (Maisonneuve et al, 2013; Shan et al,
2017). However, the mechanism causing variation in ATP or (p)
ppGpp levels in individual cells is unknown. Our results demonstrate that CDI toxins can cause variations in (p)ppGpp levels
between individual cells through cell-to-cell contacts. In addition,
the CdiA-CTEC93 is an ionophore toxin, which creates pores in the
inner membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, dissipating the proton
motive force and thus depleting ATP levels in the targeted cells
(Aoki et al, 2009). Thus, at least one of the CdiA toxins should
change ATP levels in the cells that sense the toxic effect, suggesting
that CDI can cause variation in ATP levels between individual cells.
In conclusion, our results suggest that when an exponentially growing population of isogenic cells with CDI systems reaches high cell
density, random cell-to-cell interactions create subpopulations of
cells in which the toxin molecules outnumber the immunity molecules. In these cells, the toxic effect of the CdiA toxin is sensed,
resulting in initiation of the stringent response and a feedforward
cycle where Lon degrades the remaining CdiI protein, eventually
promoting growth arrest.
In addition to antagonistic interactions, CDI was recently
suggested to promote biofilm formation and other community-associated behaviours in Burkholderia thailandensis through contactdependent signalling (Garcia et al, 2016). Moreover, P. aeruginosa
cells lacking CDI systems show differential gene expression (swarming and cyanide production) and altered virulence when compared
to CDI-positive cells (Melvin et al, 2017). In these studies, the delivery of a CdiA toxin between CDI immune cells was associated with
altered gene expression, but how this would mechanistically be
achieved remains to be answered. Based on our findings, it is likely
that CdiA toxin delivery to a subpopulation of cells where the CDI
immunity protein is degraded would alter gene expression in the
affected cell, creating population heterogeneity in terms of gene
expression, rather than a homogenous change in all cells. If so, the
changes in gene expression observed in these studies (Garcia et al,
2016; Melvin et al, 2017) would be an average of the population
and greatly underestimate the changes in gene expression in individual cells. Though the CdiA toxin-immunity pair in B. thailandensis
and P. aeruginosa may regulate gene expression through a different
mechanism, the notion that CDI could cause heterogeneity by
changing gene expression in bacterial populations is intriguing and
should be investigated further.
Though first discovered in E. coli, CDI systems have been found
in most bacteria (Aoki et al, 2010; Poole et al, 2011; Koskiniemi
et al, 2013, 2014, 2015; Beck et al, 2014; Mercy et al, 2016). Even
so, new classes of CDI toxins like those encoded by the maf-genes
in Neisseria gonorrhea (Jamet et al, 2015) are still being discovered,
suggesting CDI systems to be even more widespread than we know.
Finally, other classes of bacteriostatic toxins, like some colicins
(Sakai et al, 2015) and Type VI secretion effectors (Whitney et al,
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2015), could also in principal contribute to inter-bacterial induction
of persister formation at high cell densities. Thus, cell-to-cell
contact-mediated delivery of bacterial toxins could be a common
bet-hedging mechanism used for creating population densitydependent heterogeneity.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed semi-blinded, using a number
instead of the genotype as indicator of the strains included in each
experiment. For all main experiments, at least three biological replicates were used to ensure reproducibility. No samples were
excluded from the analysis.
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Antibiotic tolerance after co-culturing with cells expressing
CdiA toxins
Cells were grown to OD600 ~ 0.3 as mentioned above. Inhibitor and
target cells were mixed 10:1, and the viable target cell counts were
obtained by plating on LB plates containing the appropriate antibiotics to separate target cells from inhibitors. Cells were mixed for
15 min at 37°C/200 rpm shaking, and 1 ml was then harvested by
centrifugation (3,300 × g for 3 min) and subjected to the antibiotic
tolerance assay as described before with the difference that viable
target cell counts were obtained by plating on LB plates containing
the appropriate antibiotics to separate target cells from inhibitors.
Bacterial survival in these populations was calculated as the ratio of
viable cells at 1 and 3 h compared to the number of cells after
15 min of co-culturing with inhibitor cells.

Strains and growth conditions
The bacterial strains used in this study were derived from E. coli
MG1655 (Appendix Table S2). Cells were grown in Luria-Bertani
broth (LB) and incubated at 37°C/200 rpm shaking unless stated
otherwise. When applicable, antibiotics were added to the growth
media as follows: ampicillin (AMP) 100 mg/l, chloramphenicol
(CAM) 12.5 mg/l and kanamycin (KAN) 50 mg/l, ciprofloxacin
(CIP) 0.1 mg/l (10× MIC) and cefotaxime (CEF) 10 mg/l (MG1655
and UPEC 536 strains) or 40 mg/l (EC93 strain) (10× MIC for
respective strains).

Antibiotic-tolerant cells in competitions with cells expressing
CdiA toxins
Bacteria were grown to an OD600 ~ 0.3, and 1 ml of target cells was
harvested by centrifugation (3,300 × g, 3 min) in an Eppendorf
tube. Cells were resuspended in 1 ml LB and were either treated
or not treated with 1 g/l SHX for 15 min at 37°C/200 rpm shaking.
At this point, the cultures were split and were either treated
with CEF or mixed 1:10 with inhibitor cells grown to an OD600 of
~0.3. The number of viable colony-forming units was determined
as above.

Construction of plasmids and chromosomal constructs
Antibiotic tolerance after expression of CdiA-CTs from plasmids
Gene deletions and chromosomal constructs were made by Lambda
red recombination as described previously (Datsenko & Wanner,
2000) or retrieved from the Keio collection (Baba et al, 2006). Plasmids were constructed with conventional restriction digest, overlapping extension PCR or through Gibson assembly (New England
Biolabs, USA). All mutations were moved to clean background after
construction. Markers were moved between strains using P1 transduction, and moved constructs were verified using PCR with
primers that annealed outside of the locus (Appendix Table S3). All
constructs used in this study were verified by sequencing. Please
check the supplemental material for detailed description of the
constructed plasmids and chromosomal constructs used in this
study.
Antibiotic tolerance assays
The cells were grown overnight in LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics. Cells were diluted 1:100 in LB and grown until
OD600 ~ 0.3; 1 ml of cell culture was harvested by centrifugation
(6,000 × g for 3 min) and the supernatant removed before resuspending cells in 1 ml of 1× PBS. After resuspension, the number of
viable target cells was determined by plating on LB plates. CEF or
CIP was added to the cells, followed by incubation at 37°C/200 rpm
shaking. At 1 and 3 h, the number of viable colony-forming units
was determined by plating. Bacterial survival in the population was
calculated as the ratio of viable cells at 1 h or 3 h compared to the
number of cells at 0 h. Statistical significance was determined using
Mann–Whitney U-test, which is suitable for comparing data with
small sample size of unknown distribution.
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For induction of toxin from the arabinose-inducible promoter, spent
LB was used as LB contains residual sugar from yeast extract, which
we found represses arabinose-inducible promoters. Spent LB was
obtained from E. coli MG1655 cells grown to OD600 ~ 0.5 in LB by
centrifugation (to remove cells) and filtering through 0.2-lm filters
(for sterilization). For over-expression of CdiA-CTUPEC536, we used a
previously published construct (Diner et al, 2012) in which the CdiI
immunity protein was fused to a degradation tag (CdiA-CT-IUPEC536DAS). Upon arabinose induction, both CdiA-CTUPEC536 and
CdiIUPEC536 are produced, but CdiI will be degraded, resulting in
growth arrest.
Cells encoding toxin under an arabinose-inducible promoter were
grown overnight in LB broth supplemented with 1% glucose and
100 mM KH2PO4/K2HPO4 to repress leaky expression of toxin
and to maintain pH ~ 7.5, respectively. Cells were diluted 1:500 and
grown to OD600 ~ 0.3 at 37°C/200 rpm shaking. For over-expression
of toxin, cells were resuspended in spent LB supplemented with
0.2% L-arabinose. After 15 min at 37°C/200 rpm shaking, the cells
were harvested again and resuspended in LB broth supplemented
with 1% glucose and 100 mM KH2PO4/K2HPO4 (to repress further
expression of toxin) before subjected to the standard antibiotic tolerance assay described above.
Measurement of in vivo ppGpp levels by thin-layer
chromatography (TLC)
Cells were grown to OD600 ~ 0.05 as described for CdiA-CT expression from plasmid. Cells were labelled with 32P (orthophosphate
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(H332PO4), NEX053H005MC, PerkinElmer) to a 100 lCi/ml final
concentration. After three to four generations of growth, at OD600
of 0.25–0.3, cells were centrifuged and resuspended in spent
LB + 0.02% L-arabinose. After 15 min, D-glucose was added to
0.1% to terminate induction, and 0.5 ml of culture was harvested.
Cells were resuspended in 1 ml 0.9% NaCl and washed by centrifugation three times. Pellets were resuspended in 200 ll 0.9% NaCl,
and 200 ll of 20% formic acid was added to lyse the cells. Cell
lysates were kept at 20°C. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 5 min, and 20 ll of supernatant was loaded
onto a TLC PEI Cellulose membrane (Merck, Germany). As a size
marker, 0.2 lM of non-radioactive ppGpp (TriLink Biotechnologies,
San Diego, USA) was applied. Chromatography was performed in
1.5 M KH2PO4 (pH 3.0) (modified from Schneider et al, 2003). The
unlabelled ppGpp marker was visualized under UV-light. The
membrane was dried, and labelled nucleotides were visualized on a
PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics), quantified with ImageQuant software, version 4.2a (Molecular Dynamics). Ratios of
ppGpp/GTP were calculated to normalize ppGpp content to the
number of cells as described previously (Denapoli et al, 2013;
Benoist et al, 2015).
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